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Sublimation and Direct to Textile
Now available at: SIGN IT RIGHT, LLC

For Immediate Release

Sign IT Right, LLC announces a new product line-up to complement its already rich portfolio of offerings which include alliances with industry 
giants like OKIDATA, ColorPainter, Graphtec, HP, and Vanguard Digital.  Our San Antonio based service oriented organization has cemented 
a strategic relationship with Mutoh America Inc. to immediately begin carrying and servicing the Mutoh Sublimation and Textile Printers in 
our location.  

Supporting the Texas market closely selling calendar heat presses and troubleshooting color for output for the last few years laid the 
groundwork to put this fast growing company in the position to be able to respond to the needs of the marketplace giving clients who asked groundwork to put this fast growing company in the position to be able to respond to the needs of the marketplace giving clients who asked 
for a solution for Dye Sublimation and Direct to Textile the best solution to meet these needs. Sign It Right only decided to sell top end 
products with a reputation of providing the best service and support programs for the clients. The decision to select a printer for this market 
was a decision made after careful review of the best-of-breed available. Mutoh’s commitment to delivering the highest quality products and 
services to their customers and partners is in perfect alignment with our company's fanatical approach to client services.  
We have concluded our summary after vigorous testing in the market place with top manufacturers and while providing color management We have concluded our summary after vigorous testing in the market place with top manufacturers and while providing color management 
insights to Dye Sub clients.  After testing profiles, media and RIPS as well as the ease of use for clients we strongly felt that the best offering, 
hitting high marks on all categories was the Mutoh product line.”  Our President and G7 Expert Efrain Carrero says: “This addition increases the 
companies range of solutions from textile printing to amazing vibrant colors on a 4-color system”.

Sign IT Right, LLC is moving forward with a showroom facility expansion, adding an additional 2900 Sq. Ft. to be able to exclusively highlight Sign IT Right, LLC is moving forward with a showroom facility expansion, adding an additional 2900 Sq. Ft. to be able to exclusively highlight 
this product and the finishing equipment supporting it. A follow-up press release is to be expected to announce the date of the official product 
launch party at which time the company would warmly invite everyone to help embrace this new and exciting product. 


